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Miraculous miracles make the multitudes
from dark still waters of entrapment, to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness
Drink up!, from the fountain of youth anew

A monsoon of vital nutrition and consciousness...ALL NATURAL.
You were accountable, before accountable, became accountable
Miraculous miracles make the multitudes

Forget a consumer, from you, I consume
It’s apparent, you’re apparent, apparently
Drink up!, from the fountain of youth anew;

Showing much gratitude, by the magnitude
only you possess the power
Miraculous miracles make the multitudes

Colostrum fluid, just to EVEN the mood
Let grocery stores cease to exist
Drink up!, from the fountain of youth anew

You see, I see, creator in the flesh
Miraculous miracles make the multitudes
the best of the best of the breast
Drink up!, from the fountain of youth anew